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CONSTRUCTION OF SIMPLIFIED EQUATIONS OF NON-LINEAR DYNAMICS 
OF PLATES AND SHALLOW SHELLS BY THE AVERAGING METHOD* 

I.V. ANDRIANOV 

A sequential procedure for deriving of equations of the Berger equation 
(BE) type is described that relies upon the method of averaging /l-3/ 
for rectangular and circular isotropic plates and isotropic and sandwich 
shallow shells. It is shown that the smallness of the second invariant 
of the strain tensor is random in nature. The Berger hypothesis (BH) 
/4/ holds in pure form only for isotropic single-layer and transversely- 
isotropic sandwich plates , while the averaging idea is necessary for the 
sequential construction of a simplified Berger theory. 

1. We first present several intuitive considerations (their usefulness is demonstrated 
graphically in /5/ where reasoning is presented about the application of the averaging method 
in the case of rapid variability in non-linear vibrational systems). The validity of the BH 
for isotropic rectangular plates is confirmed by a large number of computations /4-6,7/and 
raises no doubts that the contribution of the second invariant I, of the strain tensor to 
the potential energy is substantially less than the contribution of the first invariant I1. 
Taking into account that 

I1 = a, + a2, I, = exe, -1/de,,* 
e, = Ux + 1/&. e, = "" + 1/*IDl? 

a,, = ""f vx+ %Wu 

the appropriate inequality for a rectangular plate (O<Z<=, O<y< b) can be rewritten as 

,I N 

(.4+E,iC)d=dy~(1--)SS(A--B,)d~dy (1.1) 

The fundamental difference between the left and right sides of inequality (1.1) is related 
to the component C. Indeed, let the displacements and bending moments be zero on the plate 
edges and let the problem of natural vibrations be considered. Applying the Bubnov-Galerkin 
method in the first approximation 

(u, u, 10) = Ai (L) sin (mnzla) sin (nnylb) 

we see that the contribution of the expressions (A +B,) and (A -BB,) to the potential energy 
is approximately identical (in order of magnitude in every case), with the exception of the 
special case (I= b, “z= 11. This means that the contribution of the component C to the potentia .1 

energy must be predominant to satisfy the inequality (1.1). This will hold for mzn>l. 
Then the component C is large in absolute value because of differentiation (C2BB,,). Moreover 
the term C contains a mean part, while the terms B,,, B,, have only a fast part; consequently 
integrals of them are small. The reasoning presented suggests using the averaging method 
/l-3/ for BE construction for large variability in the spatial variables. 

The idea of using the averaging method in the case under considerations was expressed 
earlier /8, 9/, but it had not been realized sequentially. 

2. we will write the equations of motion of a rectangular plate in dimensionless form 

[I2 (1 - v*)]-~WV*T*w + e (FEE’to,,q’ - 2Fkq’wkq’ + F,,,‘qtO + urn’ = 0 
V’2VZF’ + e (‘CE’dIUI,,,’ - Ihq’*) = 0 

F 

(2.4) 

h 
F=a’ (i, 1)) = ($ , +) , F’ = -& 

(u, (‘, u.) (IL', L', W') = /, , T = at 
[>(I- v') aa d? 
E , -=+yqq 
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The concept of rapid variability in a non-linear system is introduced most naturally by 
using a new fast variable s%(&.n) (a<~), considered the independent variable. The specific 
value of a is determined during the construction of limit systems (a-0). Now, in conformity 
with the method of two scales /l-3/, we obtain (keeping the notation &q) for the slow 
variables) 

We represent the functions F',w',u',u' in the form of sums of slow (i.e., dependent only 
on the slow independent variables) and fast periodic components with the unknown period t),(&,n) 
/l-3/ 

F' = Fe + &l, w' = d + && a' I uo + eQ, "' = L. + &,.I 

The quantities with superscript 0 here are functions of the variables C,I). while those 
with superscript 1 are functions of ~,Q&I. 

We also introduce the relationships 

FQ,,%Jo , I@-eV’, uo - ey uo - py*, $-(...)-:$...) 

where $i,ql, q,,q,,q,,6 are asymptotic integration parameters. 
Sampling of consistent values of these parameters is realized from the consistency 

conditions of the limit systems (8 - 0) 
A non-trivial limit system is obtained from the initial (2.1) for Q=-"~~ bl= O,@,<O,fi,, 

6.2 --'I,. ql = O,qz = O,q,,q,> 0,8 = 0 and has the form 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

We note that the limit systems describing the dynamics and statics of linear and non- 
linear rods and 
presented. 

Thetermh 

a linear plate are of no interest in this case and are, consequently, not 

in (2.2) can be determined by using the averaging operator in 8 

Here 

In the initial 

<F,,) = 0, (F”&, F&,. F;,,> = CF”& F&t q,,, 
a) = 11% (1 - q--l WFP (e,* + e . rl 

1) 

variables 

and (2.2) goes over into the BE 

8. 
c.) = e;lS (.)de 

0 

bn 

(wx’ + wvz) dr dy 
00 

(2.4) 

which is therefore obtained without using the BH. Unlike /lo/, (2.4) is obtained directly 
from the von Karman equation. 

The strain compatibility equation is linearized 
V'F = 0 (2.5) 

Saint-Venant /ll/ even proposed a similar simplification in the analysis of non-linear 
plates; however, he kept the equilibrium equation in its previous form, which is inconsistent, 
as is seen fromthe computations presented. 

The BE for a viscoelastic plate (R is the relaxation kernel) can be obtained as above 
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For circular plates (rOdr< R,068(2n) we obtain (2.4) where 

3. Now we consider a shallow isotropic shell with curvatures kl,k, and linear planform 
dimensions o, b. Considering (I - b,ki - 1, and performing computations analogous to the case 
of theplate, we arrive at equations of BE type for a shallow shell 

We emphasize that Eqs.(3.1) allow of all natural passages to the limit: to the Berger 
plate, to a non-linear Kirchhoff rod /12, 13/, to a shallow arch /12/, and finally (stumbling 
blocks of shallow shell equations based ontheBH/6, 7, 14_20/),tolinear shallowshellequations. 
We also note that the BH is not true for (3.1) (the energy of the second invariant of the 
strain tensor is not small compared with the energy of the first invariant). 

We will obtain approximate equations for transversely-isotropic sandwich shells. The 
initial non-linear equations are presented in /21/ while the estimates of the parameters in 
them are in /22, 23/. We introduce the relationships 

Do=D&, p = h’k$a, PI= 5 Q, 
k-l 

where 0 and p are parameters characterizing the bending stiffness of the carrying layers and 
the compliance to shear of the sandwich packet (formulas to compute 8.B0,fl are presented in 
/21/), and pk.hl; are the specific densities of the materials and the thickness of the k-th 
layer. 

If the estimates f&-i,p- h/R,@--1 are taken, then the approximate equations take the 
form 

Do (1 - (fig-1RW)) V'V*X + hV,F + NV% + (3.2) 
bll b 0 

E 
ab wzx [ ss (kl+vkr) wdrdy+~, ss (kr+ vk,) w dzdy 1 +P~w,, = 0 ” 0 0 cl 

t’F + EVkw = 0 (3.3) 

l/*(i - v) pRT*q = 8. (u =(t- pR*V') X (3.4) 

For plates (k,= k,= 0) Eqs.(3.2) and (3.4) agree with those obtained earlier in /24, 25/ 
on the basis of the BH. If 0<1, the term in the braces should be discarded in (3.2). 

Thus, the BH in its original form is true only for isotropic single-layers and transversely 
isotropic laminar plates. The true meaning of the BE is that they are the first approximations 
of the averaging method for fast variability in the space variables. This provides the 
possibility of effective utilization of the BE toextendBolotin's asymptotic method to the 
non-linear case /26/. 
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